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Nowadays, with the implementation of ruling the country by means of law and 
the deeper reform of judicature, there is a growing and wide concern over current 
Chinese prosecution system debated generally by our law field. Some people hold 
the positive opinion, some people pier the suspicion, while others are inclined to the 
criticism. Chinese prosecution system has suffered from the challenge and suspicion 
never seen before; meanwhile, the voice of re-establishing a new Chinese 
prosecution system has sprung up progressively.  
Upon the Chinese basic situation, with the backdrop of Chinese law reform 
and the focus on Chinese prosecution reform, this paper illuminates the future 
development and layout of China prosecution reform around the object design, 
essential concept and practical strategy comparing with foreign prosecution system 
and Chinese prosecution implementation these years. It aims to demonstrate a 
future drawing involving China prosecution reform. 
There are five sections included this paper except the introduction. The first 
section focuses on the features of foreign and domestic prosecution systems, while 
introduces the development direction for prosecution system during latter-day. Base 
on the experience and lessons during the coming 20 years. The second section 
returns the history of Chinese prosecution reform and searches for a reform 
direction for the future prosecution system. Besides an object of Chinese 
prosecution reform. The third section aims to research a core issue from two aspects 
of the implementation organically and channel selection. The fourth states the 
elementary signification and principle involving scientific prosecution reform 
through theory and practice. The fifth section aims to research an implementation 
process for Chinese prosecution reform with a view to its implementation 
organically and route selection. Starting with the prosecution implementation, the 
papers, which compares with other countries and bases on the current China 














Chinese prosecution reform. 
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